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Abstract—Recently, graph neural networks (GNN) were shown to be successful in

effectively representing graph structured data because of their good performance

and generalization ability. However, explaining the effectiveness of GNN models is

a challenging task because of the complex nonlinear transformations made over

the iterations. In this paper, we propose GraphLIME, a local interpretable model

explanation for graphs using the Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC)

Lasso, which is a nonlinear feature selection method. GraphLIME is a generic

GNN-model explanation framework that learns a nonlinear interpretable model

locally in the subgraph of the node being explained. Through experiments on two

real-world datasets, the explanations of GraphLIME are found to be of

extraordinary degree and more descriptive in comparison to the existing

explanation methods.

Index Terms—Graph neural networks, interpretability, explanation

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

Deep Neural Network (DNN) is essentially a new machine learn-
ing algorithm based on discriminant model. DNN can model for
complex and nonlinear problems and learn the underlying features
of data to obtain more abstract features, which can improve the
model’s capability for prediction or classification. It has a large
number of applications such as image recognition, automatic
speech recognition, disease diagnosis, etc [1].

Although the high degree of nonlinearity gives DNNs a power-
ful model representation capability, DNN is a black-box model,
which make the model and its predictions hard to be interpreted.
Also, people usually will not use a model or a prediction if they do
not trust it. For example, if there is a medical diagnosis system that
has high accuracy but can not present faithful explanations for its
decisions, doctors will not use it. Therefore, it is very important to
explore what a DNN model learns from data and why it takes a
particular decision in a way that humans can understand. Recent
works aimed at interpreting general DNNs mainly focus on two
research routes. One approach is to locally approximate models
with a simple and interpretable model such as linear regression,
which can itself be probed for explanations [2], [3]. The other one is
to examine models for relevant components such as identifying the
most representative features in the input data [4], [5], [6] or influen-
tial input instances [7], [8].

In many real-world cases, there are considerable amounts of
data without regular spatial structures, called non-Euclidean data,
and they can be naturally represented as a graph, for example,
graph data extracted from social networks, citation networks, elec-
tronic transactions, protein structures, molecular structures, and so
on. Thus, modeling and analyzing graph data is a challenging task
since it needs to combine both feature information of nodes as well
as graph information together. Currently, Graph Neural Networks
(GNNs) are widely used because of their powerful modeling capa-
bility with regard to graphs. GNNs use neural networks to incor-
porate the feature information of nodes in a graph and as well as
the structure information and pass these messages through the
edges of the graph in non-Euclidean domains. However, GNNs
are notoriously difficult to interpret, and their predictions are hard
to explain, similar to that in DNNs. It is important to develop an
interpretation method for GNNs because it can improve the trans-
parency of a GNNmodel and contribute to getting humans to trust
the model. Although there exists a large number of interpretation
methods designed for DNNs, these methods are not suited for
GNN-model interpretation because they do not explicitly use the
graph information but perform in Euclidean domains.

Recently, GNNexplainer [9] was proposed. It can find the sub-
graph and select features of the explained node as explanations,
but it mainly focuses on graph structures and not on finding useful
features. An alternative idea is to use LIME [3], which uses a linear
explanation model to find features as explanations for GNN. How-
ever, the performance of LIME can be poor, because LIME does not
take the graph structure information into account. Moreover, if the
underlying model is highly nonlinear even in the locality of the
prediction, such as that in the case of GNN models, a linear expla-
nation model may not be able to produce faithful explanations.

In this paper, we propose another GNN explanation method
based on LIME [3] in a nonlinear manner. GraphLIME bases on the
following two points: (1) It has been shown that GNN model is
usually nonlinear and deeper GNN models perform better than
shallow models in GNN for extensive graph data [10], [11], thus
using linear model to fit its decision process is unbefitting because
of its nonlinearity as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, a nonlinear explanation
model is needed to approximate the GNN model. (2) Although the
key component of GraphLIME is nonlinear, its interpretability is
mathematically guaranteed (See Section 3.4). More specifically,
GraphLIME is a model-agnostic and nonlinear approach for pro-
viding locally faithful explanations for GNN-based models in a
subgraph, whose procedure with a toy explanation sample is
shown briefly in Fig. 1.

2 RELATED WORK

There are two main families of models to provide interpretability
for neural models. The first family of models focuses on finding a
simple and proxy model to interpret the model being explained in
a model-agnostic way. For example, LIME [3] has been proposed
to explain the predictions of any classifier by learning an interpret-
able linear model locally around the prediction. Black Box Explana-
tions through Transparent Approximations (BETA) [2] is another
model-agnostic framework to explain the behavior of the model
being explained by simultaneously optimizing for fidelity to the
original model and interpretability of the explanation. DeepRED
[12] was proposed to extract rules from deep neural networks and
generate explanations for predictions, and ANN-DT [13] was pro-
posed to extract binary decision trees from neural networks, it is an
interpretable model to interpret the main model.

The second family of models focuses on the relevant aspects of
computation in the neural model being explained. Erhan et al. [14]
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proposed to inspect feature gradients to find good qualitative inter-
pretations of high-level features represented by neural models.
DeepLIFT [15] was proposed to enable interpretability of neural
networks by comparing the activation of each neuron to its
’reference activation’ and assigning contribution scores according
to the difference. The method proposed in [6] uses two fundamen-
tal axioms and a standard gradient operator to attribute the predic-
tion of a deep network to its input features. Instead of creating
surrogate models, some methods has been proposed to identify the
patterns of input data and find influential samples for relevant
information [7], [8]. However, few studies have focused on the
structural information of graphs with these kinds of interpretation
methods. Recently, perturbation-based approachs for GNN expla-
nation are proposed. For example, [9] was proposed to utilize
mutual information to find a subgraph with associated features for
interpreting GNN models; PGExplainer [16] learns a parameter-
ized model to predict whether an edge is important; SubgraphX
[17] explains GNNs by exploring and identifying important sub-
graphs; GraphSVX [18] utilizes decomposition technique to explain
GNNs based on the Shapley Values from game theory. Beyond
that, RelEx [19] is a general relational model explanation frame-
work to explain black-box relational models with only access to the
outputs of the black-box.

3 PROPOSED METHOD: GRAPHLIME

3.1 Formulation of GraphLIME Explainer

Formally, let X � Rd be the domain of a vector xx. For each node vi
in a graph, we have an associated feature vector xxi, where each fea-
ture is extracted from the real world and can be understood by
humans. We define an explanation as a model g 2 G, where G is a
class of interpretable models such as linear regressions, decision
trees etc. In other words, a model g 2 G can provide intuitional
interpretations in an interpretable manner. The explanation model
class G used in this paper is Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Crite-
rion Lasso (HSIC Lasso) [20], [21], [22], which is a kernel based
nonlinear interpretable feature selection algorithm. We will discuss
more details about this in a later subsection. Let the domain of the
explanation model g 2 G also be X � Rd, which means that g acts
over the original features that are understandable.

Let the GNN model being explained be denoted by f : Rd !
R. In a classification problem, fðxxiÞ denotes the probability (or
binary indicator) that the instance xxi belongs to a certain class .
Let v denote the node whose prediction needs to be explained,
XXn 2 Rn�d represents the sampling information matrix that can
capture the locality of the explained node v, where n is the
number of neighbors of v. Then, we obtain an interpretable
model g 2 G using the local information matrix XXn of v to
approximate f , and generate the locally faithful explanations
based on g.

Given a GNN model f , the node v being explained, the sam-
pling local information matrix XXn of v, and an interpretable expla-
nation model g, the explanations for the explained v are obtained
as follows:

zðvÞ  argmin
g2G

gðf;XXnÞ; (1)

where zðvÞ is the set of features as explanations of the node
being explained v, it is generated based on the optimal explana-
tion model g.

3.2 Sampling for Local Exploration byN-Hop Network
Neighbors

In a graph, a node’s local information is decided by its neighbors in
a subgraph; hence, the explainers for a GNN model in a graph
should not only focus on the features of the given node but also the
correlations between the features of its neighbouring nodes,
because a given target node needs to aggregate information from
its neighboring nodes. In order to learn the local behavior of a
GNN model being explained, we consider N-hop network neigh-
bors to sample the neighboring nodes of a given node. A node v’s
N-hop network is defined as the network formed by v and the
nodes whose distance from v is within N hops and links. By per-
forming N-hop network sampling, we obtain:

XXn ¼ ½xx1; xx2; :::xxm�
where xxi is the corresponding associated feature vector of vi, vi 2
SN , SN is the set of N-hop neighbors of the explaining node v, and
m is the number of N-hop neighbors of vi. Moreover, we can also
obtain prediction yi ¼ fðxxiÞ for a given GNN model f , which can
be used as the label in the explanation model g.

3.3 Nonlinear Explanation Model: HSIC LASSO

We consider a feature-wise kernelized nonlinear method called
Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion Lasso (HSIC Lasso) [20],
[21], [22] as the explanation model for GNN models. The HSIC
Lasso is a ”supervised” nonlinear feature selection method. Given
a GNN model f , a node v whose prediction needs to be explained,
the neighbor set XXn of node v, and ”supervised” paired N-hop
neighboring nodes fðxxi; yiÞgni¼1, where xxi 2 XXn, the probability yi ¼
fðxxiÞ that xi belongs to a certain class is used as the label of the
HSIC Lasso explanation model. For each prediction being
explained, the HSIC Lasso optimization problem for an explana-
tion model g 2 G is given as

min
bb2Rd

1

2
k�LL�

Xd
k¼1

bk �KK
ðkÞk2F þ rkbbk1

s.t. b1; . . . ;bd � 0; (2)

where k � kF is the Frobenius norm, r � 0 is the regularization
parameter, k � k1 is the ‘1 norm to enforce sparsity, �LL ¼
HHLLHH=kHHLLHHkF is the normalized centered Gram matrix, LLij ¼
Lðyi; yjÞ is the kernel for the output, HH ¼ IIn � 1

n 11n11
>
n is the center-

ing matrix, IIn is the n-dimension identity matrix, 11n is the
n-dimension vector whose elements are all 1, �KKðkÞ ¼
HHKKðkÞHH=kHHKKðkÞHHkF is the normalized centered Gram matrix for
the k-th feature, and ½KKðkÞ�ij ¼ KðxxðkÞi ; xx

ðkÞ
j Þ is the kernel for the k-th

Fig. 1. A toy sample of GraphLIME for explanation of Graph Neural Neworks.

Fig. 2. A toy sample to present the advantage of nonlinear explanation model com-
paring to linear explanation model.
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dimensional input. In this paper, we use the Gaussian kernel for
both input and the predictions ofXXn from the given GNNmodel:

KðxxðkÞi ; xx
ðkÞ
j Þ ¼ exp �ðxx

ðkÞ
i � xx

ðkÞ
j Þ2

2s2
x

 !
;

Lðyi; yjÞ ¼ exp �kyi � yjk22
2s2

y

 !
;

where sx and sy are the Gaussian kernel widths. Note that we con-
sider the complete graph in this paper. However, we can explicitly
take the local graph information into account by modifying KK 	
AA! KK and LL 	AA! LL respectively, where AA 2 f0; 1gn�n is an
adjacency matrix with self-loop and 	 is the elementwise product.

We employ the nonnegative least angle regression [23] to opti-
mize the Eq. (2), and then we can obtain the coefficient vector bb

and select the top-K features as the explanations for the prediction
of the node being explained based on it.

3.4 Interpretation of HSIC Lasso

Here, we present the interpretation of the nonlinear explanation
model HSIC Lasso. The HSIC Lasso contains the main concept of
minimum redundancy maximum relevancy (mRMR) [24], which is
a widely used classical supervised feature selection algorithm that
can find non-redundant features with strong dependence on the
output values. We can rewrite the first term of Eq. (2) as

1

2
k�LL�

Xd
k¼1

bk
�KKðkÞk2F

¼ 1

2

Xd
k;m¼1

bkbmNHSICðffk; ffmÞ�
Xd
k¼1

bkNHSICðffk; yyÞ þ
1

2
(3)

where ffk 2 Rn is the feature vector corresponding to the k-th fea-
ture, NHSICðffk; yyÞ ¼ trð �KKðkÞ �LLÞ is the normalized variant of the
empirical estimate of the Hibert-Schmidt independence criterion
(HSIC) [25], NHSICðyy; yyÞ ¼ 1 is constant, and trð�Þ is the trace oper-
ator. HSIC, which is based on a universal reproducing kernel such
as the Gaussian kernel, is a non-negative function that estimates
the independence between two random variables. A larger HSIC
value indicates more dependency between the two variables, and
it is zero if and only if the two random variables are statistically
independent. The proof of Eq. (3) is left to Appendix, which can be
found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.
ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TKDE.2022.3187455.

Algorithm 1. Locally Nonlinear Explanation: GraphLIME

Input: GNN classifier f , Number of explanation features K
Input: the graph G, the node v being explained
Output:K explanation features
1: XXn ¼ N hop neighbor sampleðvÞ
2: ZZ  fg
3: for all xi 2 XXn do
4: yi ¼ fðxxiÞ
5: ZZ  ZZ [ ðxxi; yiÞ
6: end for
7: bb HSIC LassoðZZÞ ⊳with xi as features, yi as label
8: zðvÞ  Top-K features as explanations based on bb

In Eq. (3), we ignore the value of 1=2 because it is constant. We
consider the values of NHSICðffk; yyÞ and NHSICðffk; ffmÞ. For
NHSICðffk; yyÞ, if there is strong dependency between the k-th fea-
ture vector ffk and the output vector yy, the value of NHSICðffk; yyÞ
should be large and the corresponding coefficient bk should also
take a large value in order to minimize Eq. (2). Meanwhile, if ffk is
independent of yy, the value of NHSICðffk; yyÞ should be small so

that bk tends to be eliminated by l1-regularizer. This property can
help select the most relevant features from the output vector yy.

For NHSICðffk; ffmÞ, if ffk and ffm are strongly dependent (i.e.,
redundant features), the value of NHSICðffk; ffmÞ should be large
and either of the two coefficients bk and bm tends to be zero in
order to minimize the Eq. (2). This means that the redundant fea-
tures will not be selected by HSIC Lasso.

In Algorithm 1, we summarize the model-agnostic and nonlinear
explanation framework based on N-hop network sampling and
HSIC Lasso for GNNs as a procedure, whichwe call GraphLIME. For
GraphLIME, theNHSIC operator calculates the empiricalHSICvalue
asymptotically converging to the trueHSIC inOð1= ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffijSN j

p Þ according
to Theorem 3 in [25], and thememory complexity isOðdjSN j2Þ.

4 EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Setting

We trained the GraphSAGE [26] and GAT [27], which are widely
used GNN models, for the following explanation experiments. We
performed simulated user experiments to evaluate the effective-
ness of the proposed framework GraphLIME and other explana-
tion methods. More specifically, we compared the proposed
framework GraphLIME with the LIME [3] framework, which uti-
lizes the perturbation method to sample data and train a linear
explanation model lasso for selecting features as explanations
according to the coefficients from the linear explanation model. In
addition, we compared it with GNNexplainer [9] which utilizes
mutual information to find a subgraph with associated features for
interpreting GNN models, and SHAP framework [5] which calcu-
lating the SHAP values as a unified measure of feature importance
. We also compared it with a method based on the greedy proce-
dure [28], which greedily removes the most contributory features
of the prediction until the prediction changes, and the random pro-
cedure, which randomly selectsK features as the explanations.

In our experiments, we used two graph datasets, namely Cora
and Pubmed. Cora and pubmed are two publication datasets, each
feature indicates the absence/presence of the corresponding word
in Cora and the TF/IDF value of the corresponding word in
Pubmed. More statistical details of the Cora and Pubmed datasets
can be found in Appendix, available in the online supplemental
material. We sampled the 2-hop network neighbors of the node
being explained and then randomly split the datasets into training
sets (80%) and testing sets (20%).

4.2 Does the Explanation Framework Filter
Useless Features?

In the first simulated user experiment, we investigated whether
GraphLIME could filter useless features and select informative fea-
tures as the explanations. For this, we compared the frequency of sam-
ples on different number of selected ”noisy” features over different
explanation frameworks to compare their abilities of denoising data.

Concretely, we artificially and randomly added 10 ”noisy”
features in each sample’s feature vector and then trained a GraphS-
AGE model or GAT model whose test accuracy was more than
80%. Thus we obtained the useless set of features (the 10 ”noisy
features”) for the trained model. Finally, we set the number of
selected features K as 10 and produced explanations on 200 test
samples for each explanation framework and compared their per-
formance in terms of the frequency distribution of samples on dif-
ferent number of noisy features.

We used histograms to plot the frequency distributions of sam-
ples on different number of noisy features for the six different expla-
nation frameworks on Cora and Pubmed. The distribution is shown
in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the number of noisy features selected by
the proposed framework GraphLIME and GNNexplainer are in gen-
eral less than that selected by the other explanation frameworks. For
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GraphLIME and GNNexplainer, the frequency of samples on differ-
ent number of selected noisy features mainly focus on 0. This means
that the GraphLIME and GNNexplainer frameworks rarely select
useless features as explanations, which is very usefulwhen the graph
data has a large amount of noise. LIME is not capable of ignoring the
noisy features, and the distribution of LIME is mainly around 1 to 4.
For Random procedure, the frequency distribution is similar to that
of LIME. The SHAP and Greedy explanation procedure are slightly
better than LIME and Random, but not comparablewith GraphLIME
and GNNexplainer. The results demonstrate that the proposed
GraphLIME can denoise graph data for the GNN model when the
data contains a large amount of noise and that it is more capable of
finding informative features as explanations.

4.3 Do I Trust This Prediction?

The prediction made by a classifier model might not be credible;
therefore, it is important for an explanation framework that the
explanations can aid users in deciding whether a prediction is
trustworthy. In this experiment, we compared this kind of ability
for different explanation frameworks.

Firstly, we randomly selected 30% of the features as
”untrustworthy” features and denote the randomly selected fea-
ture set as ffun. Then, we trained a GraphSAGE or GAT classifier
and obtained the predictions on testing samples. We assumed that
the users could identify these ”untrustworthy” features and that

they would not want these features as explanations. Secondly, we
developed oracle ”trustworthiness” for each prediction of test sam-
ples as follows:

li ¼
1 ðtrustworthyÞ; if yi ¼ y0i
0 ðuntrustworthyÞ; if yi 6¼ y0i;

�

where yi is the prediction from the trained classifier for sample i, y0i
is the prediction after removing those ”untrustworthy” features in
ffun. We regard oracle ”trustworthiness” li as the true label to decide
whether a prediction is credible. Thirdly, for GraphLIME and
LIME, we assumed that the simulated users regard predictions
from the classifier as ”untrustworthy” if the prediction made by
another approximation linear model changes when all
”untrustworthy” features that appear in the explanations are
removed. For GNNexplainer, Greedy, and Random explainer, the
prediction was deemed untrustworthy by the users if any
”untrustworthy” features appeared in their explanations. Finally,
we compared the decisions made by the simulated users with the
oracle ”trustworthiness”.

We set the number of selected features as K ¼ 10; 15; 20; 25 and
reported the averaged F1-Score on the trustworthy predictions for
each explanation framework over 100 rounds. The results in Table 1
show that GraphLIME is superior to the other explanation meth-
ods. The lower F1-Score of the other explanation methods indicate
that they achieved a lower precision (i.e., trusting too many predic-
tions) or a lower recall (i.e., mistrusting predictions more than they
should), while the higher F1-Score of the proposed framework
GraphLIME indicates that it achieved both high precision and high
recall.

4.4 Does the Explainer help to Identify the Better Model?

In this experiment, we explored whether the explanation frame-
work could be used for model selection and for guiding users to
choose the better one among two different GNN classifiers. We
compared the performance of different frameworks in selecting the
better classifier by reporting the accuracy of selecting the real better
classifier.

In order to simulate a situation where the models use not only
informative features in the real world but also ones that introduce
spurious relations, We artificially added 10 noisy features to the
data, and marked them as untrustworthy features. We created
pairs of classifiers by repeatedly training pairs of GraphSAGE or
GAT classifiers until their training accuracy and test accuracy
were both above 70% and the difference in their test accuracy was
more than 5%. Then, the number of selected features K is set as
10 and we obtained explanations of the samples being explained
from the explanation framework on two competing classifiers and
recorded the number of untrustworthy features appearing in the

Fig. 3. Distribution of noisy features on (a) Cora for GraphSAGE; (b) Pubmed for
GraphSAGE; (c) Cora for GAT; (d) Pubmed for GAT.

TABLE 1
Average F1-Score (%) of Trustworthiness for Different Explainers

(’Pub’ denotes ’Pubmed’ dataset).
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explanations for the two classifiers. Note that the better classifier
should have fewer untrustworthy features in its explanations;
therefore, we selected the classifier with fewer untrustworthy fea-
tures as the better classifier and compared this choice with the
real better classifier with higher test accuracy.

The goal of this experiment was to verify whether the explana-
tion framework could guide users to identify better models based
on explanations from the explanation framework. Considering that
users may not have time to examine a large number of samples, let
B denote the number of samples being explained, which they are
willing to look at in order to identify the better classifier. We use
Submodular Pick [3] to select B samples and present these samples
to the users for examining, Submodular Pick will be detailed in the
Appendix, available in the online supplemental material.

We present the accuracy of selecting the real better classifier as
B varies from 5 to 30, averaged over 200 rounds, in Fig. 4. We com-
pared the performance of GraphLIME with that of SHAP, LIME
and GNNexplainer, and omitted Greedy and Random because
they could not produce useful explanations as shown in the previ-
ous two experiments. Moreover, we also plotted the accuracy curve
for random choice. These results demonstrate that the proposed
method GraphLIME can be used to perform model selection and
that it outperforms SHAP, LIME and GNNexplainer, which are
only slightly better than the random choice. And it is worthy to
note that the performance of GraphLIME also improved With the
increase in number of presented instances.

5 CONCLUSION

Most of the explanation methods for neural models are designed
for general neural networks, while only few works exist for GNNs.
In this paper, we presented a model-agnostic local interpretable
explanation framework for GNN, which we call GraphLIME. It is
able to leverage the feature information of the N-hop network
neighbors of the node being explained and their predicted labels in
a local subgraph, utilize the Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Crite-
rion Lasso (HSIC Lasso), which is a nonlinear interpretable model
for capturing the nonlinear dependency between features and pre-
dicted outputs, and produce finite features as the explanations for
a particular prediction. Experiments on two real-world graph data-
sets for two kinds of GNN models demonstrated the effectiveness
of the proposed framework. It could filter noisy features and select
the real informative features, guide users in ascertaining trust in
predictions, and help users to identify the better classifier.
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